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ABSTRACT

Keywords

In science, quality is paramount. As scientists increasingly
look to the Web to share and discover scientific data, there
is a growing need to support the scientist in assessing the
quality of that data. However, quality is an ambiguous and
overloaded term. In order to support the scientific user in
discovering useful data we have systematically examined the
nature of “quality” by exploiting three, prevalent properties
of scientific data sets: (1) that data quality is commonly defined objectively; (2) the provenance and lineage in its production has a well understood role; and (3) “fitness-for-use”
is a definition of utility rather than quality or trust, where
the quality and trust-worthiness of the data and the entities
that produced that data inform its utility. Our study is presented in two stages. First we review existing information
quality dimensions and detail an assessment-oriented classification. We introduce definitions for quality, trust and
utility in terms of the entities required in their assessment;
producer, provider, consumer, process, artifact and quality
standard. Next we detail a novel and experimental approach
to assessment by modelling the causal relationships between
quality, trust, and utility dimensions through the construction of decision networks informed by provenance graphs.
To ground and motivate our discussion throughout we draw
on the European Bioinformatics Institute’s Gene Ontology
Annotations database. We present an initial demonstration
of our approach with an example for ranking results from
the Gene Ontology Annotation database using an emerging
objective quality measure, the Gene Ontology Annotation
Quality score.

Science, Data Quality, Trust, Data Sharing, Decision Networks

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Online Information Services—Data Sharing; H.1.2 [Information Systems]: Models and Principles—Human Factors

General Terms

1.

INTRODUCTION

Mechanisms such as peer review, curation and moderation
have long been ingrained in the scholarly process in an effort to ensure quality and increase trustworthiness. However, these traditional mechanisms of quality control are
being disrupted. The Web is facilitating a transformation
in scientific practice, impacting dissemination of scholarly
literature[26] and increasingly the way we share and consume scientific data[6][5]. Funding policy and initiatives
such as the Open Knowledge Foundation[1], Science Commons[3], BioSharing[19] and the Royal Society’s recently initiated SAPE working group[13] are driving a move towards a
more open approach to data sharing. In parallel, data sharing platforms both large scale[7, 40, 9] and ‘long tail’[16, 2]
are emerging in an effort to enable scientists to share their
data. The result of this open and Web-scale approach to
data sharing is a data landscape with a wide spectrum of
moderation and control, where quality is quickly becoming
an issue[20]. The European Bioinformatics Institute’s Gene
Ontology annotation project for example provides a critical
resource for functional genomics[15], currently providing annotations data for well over 100,000 species. With such high
volumes of data from varying sources it can be difficult for
users to assess the quality of that data[14]. The immediacy
and scale of the Web coupled with the exponential increase
in the volume of scientific data[25] has affected our ability to
effectively judge the quality and trustworthiness of scholarly
artifacts.
Before the scientific community can take full advantage of
this Web of data it is necessary that mechanisms are introduced to evaluate the quality of scientific data at a Web
scale. To achieve this we require a clear understanding of
quality, its relationship to trust and how it ultimately informs utility.

Human Factors
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WHAT IS DATA QUALITY?

The issue of data or information quality is one that is prevalent not just in the scientific domain, but any domain where
critical decisions rely on high quality data. Historically
driven from a business and organization management perspective[44] (with a focus on monolithic information systems[10]), research into methodologies and techniques to detect, assess and improve data quality issues has been conducted in fields such as statistics, business management and

computer & information science. Despite the diverse scope
of study, common to almost all information quality research
is the reduction of information quality to a multi-dimensional
concept. Information quality then becomes an aggregation
of the values of multiple information quality dimensions[37]
such as accuracy, timeliness, reputation etc. The definition
and subsequent classification of quality dimensions is central to many of the established information quality methodologies. Whilst there are many quality dimensions that are
specific to a particular domain, there is also significant agreement on a core set[10] (see table 1).
To guide the modelling of information quality and quality
dimensions, there are a number of definitions of quality from
which the literature draws inspiration. By far the most frequently adopted is that of Juran, who describes data quality
simply as “fitness for use”[28]. This definition typically leads
to the assertion that the quality of data cannot be assessed
independent of the data consumer[44] and that information
quality is entirely subjective to the user and the context in
which the data is to be used[12]. Alternatively the ISO 90001
standard defines quality as “the degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfils requirements”. This alternative
highlights what we see as a subtle but important variation,
where requirements can be defined objectively and exist independent of an individual.
Information quality methodologies can be broadly viewed in
two classes, organisational methodologies such as the Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) methodology[43]
or Web-based such as Naumann’s Subject-Process-Object
methodology[37]. For organisational methodologies such as
TDQM the focus is typically on intra-organisational data
quality issues where the goal of the assessment is to inform
quality-control procedures for large-scale monolithic information systems. In contrast, in the context of web-based information systems the goal is to support the data consumer
in assessing the quality of data and ultimately decide if the
data are of sufficient quality to meet their needs. In further contrast to organisational methodologies, data producer
and consumer are typically unknown to each other. The
introduction of uncertainty dictates that trust plays a central role in information quality assessment[21]. Prior work
in web-based assessment therefore often adopts a primary
concern of either information quality[12][31] or trustworthiness[21][29]. TDQM details an early, influential approach
to modelling the data consumers view of information quality and partitions data quality dimensions into four classes:
(1)intrinsic data quality - accuracy, objectivity, believability, reputation; (2)contextual data quality - relevancy, valueadded, timeliness, completeness, amount of data; (3)representational data quality - interpretability, ease of understanding, concise representation, consistent representation;
and (4)accessibility data quality - accessibility, access security. This classification, termed in [37] as a semanticoriented classification, clearly supports a subjective view of
information quality and as a result there is no clear separation of objective and subjective dimensions. The SubjectProcess-Object methodology instead presents an assessmentoriented classification where quality dimensions are classified by its source ; subject - the user, process - the query
process, or object - the data. Though still supporting a subjective view of information quality, this assessment-oriented
approach goes some way to separating objective and subjective dimensions. We choose this assessment-oriented ap-

proach to guide our subsequent classification for this reason.

2.1

What is Data Quality in Science?

A scientist’s decision as to whether to use data is informed
by whether it is: (1) good when compared against norms
and standards; (2) likely to be good given its provenance;
and (3) a good fit to current needs. Rather than a single concern, these three interrelated concerns - quality, trust
and utility - form the basis of a quality assessment for webbased scientific data. Quality has been the subject of systematic attempts at objective measurement. Communities
and moderators define, promote, and adhere to standard
data formats, vocabularies and minimum information models[19]. These act as a ‘social technology’[17], negotiated
by the community in an effort to support the asynchronous
nature of science on the web[47]. Similarly, the quality of
scientific data can be measured for accuracy and agreement
against standards and benchmarks. The Gene Ontology Annotation Quality Score (GAQ)[14] is an example of such an
emerging objective measure in the life sciences, defining a
numeric measure of quality against which data descriptions
(known as annotations) in the Gene Ontology Annotations
database can be measured.
GAQ(a) = ECRa × deptha
The GAQ score for an individual annotation is defined as
the product of its depth in the ontology depth (accuracy)
and the evidence code rank (ECR) of the annotation. Evidence codes indicate the process by which the annotation
data was produced, for example by manual experimentation
e.g. Inferred from Genetic Interaction (IGI) or computational analysis e.g. Inferred from Sequence (ISA). Similarly
in the field of earth sciences, the widely adopted Spatial Data
Transfer Standard (SDTS)[4], dictates a reporting requirement for information quality metadata such as positional
accuracy, to aide in the effective exchange of spatial data.
These measures exemplify a scientific view of information
quality, where there can be some context-dependant objective agreement of quality requirements between communities
or for specific data sets.
Trust and reputation play a crucial role on the scholarly
process, embodied in mechanisms developed over centuries.
Attribution and citation machinery has been carefully developed to clearly define provenance. Citation counts, impact
measures and emerging alt-metrics all serve as mechanic
predictions of quality. Peer-review and past experiences
give community-wide and personalised indicators of trust.
Scientists are likely to select data from a source known to
them [22] or widely regarded as trustworthy, even if objective measures of accuracy reveal this trust to be misguided
[A. Williams pers. comm.].
Utility is a “fitness-for-use” interpretation of data. A measure requiring the scientific user to formally describe their
information quality needs as quality knowledge has been explored in [35]. This consumer-centric approach, though motivated by objective quality measures in proteomics, presents
the decision that data is “good enough” for current needs as
a subjective one.
Our assessment-oriented approach has two primary components: (1) A classification of Quality Dimensions (each indicative of Quality, Trust or Utility) and the information entities that they are an assessment function of; (2) A method

Quality Dimension

Indicator Of

Function Of

IQ Study

Completeness

Quality

Artifact/Standard

[27, 43, 32, 42, 37, 11, 41, 18, 34]

Accuracy

Quality

Artifact/Process/Standard

[43, 8, 18, 42, 27, 37, 11, 29, 21]

Timeliness

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[43, 32, 18, 27, 37, 11, 41, 34]

Consistency

Quality

Artifact/Process/Standard

[11, 41, 32, 18, 42, 43, 37, 21]

Accessibility/Availability

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[43, 32, 18, 27, 11, 41, 37]

Reputation

Trust

Arti/Prod/Prov/Proc/Cons

[43, 32, 37, 11, 41, 21, 27]

Objectivity

Trust

Arti/Prod/Provi/Cons

[43, 32, 8, 37, 41, 29, 21]

Conciseness

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[32, 18, 27, 43, 41, 37]

Relevance

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[43, 32, 37, 41, 29, 11]

Understandability

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[32, 37, 41, 43, 18, 11]

Believability

Trust

Arti/Prod/Prov/Cons

[43, 32, 37, 41, 21]

Interpretability

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[43, 32, 27, 37, 41]

Currency

Quality

Artifact/Standard

[8, 18, 42, 11, 21]

Security

Trust

Arti/Prod/Prov/Proc/Cons

[43, 32, 37, 41]

Amount of Data

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[43, 37, 41, 21]

Correctness

Quality

Artifact/Standard

[27, 34, 11, 29]

Value-Added

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[43, 37, 41]

Stability/Volatility

Quality

Artifact/Process/Standard

[29, 34, 11]

Applicability/Appropriateness

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[18, 32]

Authority

Trust

Producer/Provider

[21, 8]

Freedom from Errors

Quality

Artifact/Standard

[32, 41]

Recommendation

Trust

Arti/Prod/Prov/Proc

[21, 29]

Trustworthiness

Trust

Producer/Provider/Consumer

[29, 42]

Usefulness

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[27, 34]

Cost

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[11, 37]

Usability

Utility

Artifact/Consumer

[41, 32]

Table 1: Analysis of information quality dimensions. [38]
was consulted as a guide to synonymous concepts in
information quality.

of combining each Quality Dimension into one assessment
measure that can be used in selection, ranking, and comparison decisions.

3.

CLASSIFICATION OF DIMENSIONS

Table 1 details a review and analysis of twelve information quality studies[27, 43, 32, 42, 37, 11, 41, 18, 34, 29,
21, 8] from which we elicit a set of 26 information quality
dimensions where there is some agreement. These quality
dimensions are rarely functions of the data alone but instead a function of multiple entities. The Open Provenance
Model[36] identifies three high level entities involved in the
production of data: agents e.g. producer or provider, processes and artifacts i.e. data.
For example, scientific data exchange in the web is typically
asynchronous[33] where a data provider agent lies between
the producer agent and consumer agent. The producer deposits data with the provider, which may oversee its curation or modification, and the consumer agent accesses the
data some time later. In total we identify 6 unique entities as potential subjects of assessment: producer, provider,
consumer, process, artifact (the data itself) and a quality
reference standard. For example, accuracy (an indicator of
quality) may refer to the assessment of the artifact or an assessment of the process that produced the artifact, both requiring a reference standard to measure against. Authority
(an indicator of trust) can be attributed to the provider or
producer agents without a reference standard against which
to measure. We can now specifically define our three classifications of quality dimensions in terms of their entities:

Quality Dimensions - a function of the artifact or process
assessed against a quality standard independent of the
consumer to provide a specific, objective measure of
quality e.g. accuracy.
Trust Dimensions - a function of the artifact, producer,
provider or process (along with perhaps the consumer )
that can be assessed independent of a standard to provide a general prediction of quality e.g. reputation
Utility Dimensions - a function of the artifact and consumer to assess whether data are fit for purpose and
meet the users subjective needs e.g. relevance.
To illustrate our classification consider an annotation from
the GO Annotations database. Table 2 aligns an individual
annotation with our entities and three example assessment
dimensions accuracy, reputation, and timelines. The accuracy dimension is captured in the GAQ processes as the
depth of the annotation, requiring the artifact and standard. We consider the set of producers of the annotation to
be uniquely identified by the publication identifier (PMID)
available in the reference column in for the annotation entry. A simple proxy for reputation is then a citation count
of that publication. Timeliness as a measure of utility is a
comparison of the date the annotation was updated with the
consumer’s requirement.
Entities

Example

Artifact

Annotation

Process

Evidence code e.g. ISA

Producer

Study that produced annotation e.g. PMID

Standard

Gene Ontology Annotation Quality Score

Provider

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/

Dimensions

Class

Function of

Accuracy

Quality

Annotation/GAQ

Reputation

Trust

PMID

Timeliness

Utility

Annotation/Consumer

Table 2: Annotation example.

From these classifications we observe a clear spectrum of objectivity. Quality is an entirely objective assessment against
a reference standard. Trust may be objective based upon
intrinsic qualities in entities such as popularity or subjective based upon the data consumers prior experience. This
dual notion of trust correlates well with the established notion of global and local trust in prior work in computational
trust[23]. An important consideration is the management of
reputation information. An objective trust measure though
intrinsic to the entity may require a trusted third party to
provide information such as citation count or global reputation. Finally utility is perhaps intuitively entirely subjective and informed by the consumers contextual requirements, elicited at the time of the query. Ultimately these
classifications serve to structure future assessment through
a clear understanding of the entities required.

4.

COMBINING ASSESSMENTS.

Having established our assessment-driven classification of
quality, trust and utility dimensions we require a suitable
mechanism to combine individual dimensions into an overall assessment. The quality dimensions of data are functions
of the interaction of the multiple entities that produced it.
An attempt to represent a dependency model of data lineage
has been made by the web and eScience community through
the development of models and vocabularies of provenance
[36][46]. The Open Provenance Model serves to establish
the lineage of data and the causal relationships between
data, processes and agents. We similarly wish to capture
the causal relationships between the quality, trust and utility scores of the entities involved in producing the data in
question. Figure 1 shows the provenance graph for the annotation example in Table 2. Next we need a mechanism to use
these dependency graphs to combine assessments into one
numeric measure for decision making. For this we use decision networks, a well established formal approach to support
decision making under uncertainty[30], ultimately providing
a subjective score for utility.

Figure 2: An example decision network.

4.2

4.3
Figure 1: Provenance graph for annotation in the GO
annotations database.

4.1

Decision Networks.

A decision network allows the modelling of causal relationships between interacting sets of variables, built upon probabilistic (or causal) networks. Networks are constructed as
directed acyclic graphs where variables are represented by
nodes in the graph and directed links between the nodes
indicate causal relationships. Figure 2 illustrates a simple
example. Using standard terminology there are three classes
of variable; nature, decision, and utility.
Nature variables represent a set of mutually exclusive states
along with a conditional probability distribution detailing
the probability of each state occurring. Where a nature
variable has parent nodes, these probabilities are stated as
conditional on the parents possible states. Nature variables
X and C in the example illustrate the conditional probability statement,
P (Ci | Xj ) = y
that is “given the observation of j in X the probability of i in
C is y”. The directed link between the two indicates cause
(X) and effect (C) relationship.
A decision variable indicates a point in time of the modelled
domain where a decision can be made. The domain of the
decision node is an exhaustive set of mutually exclusive decisions. Finally, utility variables represent utility functions.
A utility function serves to represent the subjective utility
of any parent decision nodes, providing a utility score for
each outcome.

Our Application of Decision Networks

In our application of decision networks the construction the
network is driven by the entities in the provenance graph,
and the dimensions available for their assessment. Each entity will have a corresponding nature variable, representing
either the quality of trustworthiness of that entity. Quality
and trust dimensions such as reputation will then inform
these nature variables. Utility dimensionsx inform utility
variables. In the network we will typically model one decision - whether to accept or reject the data - and one utility
variable e.g. the utility of accepting a high quality artifact
vs. the utility of accepting a low quality artifact.

Constructing the Decision Network

To illustrate our application of decision networks we return
again to our example of the gene ontology annotation in
table 2. Like [21] we demonstrate our assessment through
the task of ranking, in our case by ranking a result set of
gene annotations according to utility. Our task is therefore to transform a provenance graph for an artifact into a
decision network suitable for scoring and ranking. Figure
1 provides a simple provenance graph for our artifact - a
single annotation - highlighting the causal relationships between the entities. To construct the decision network we
must (1) identify variables and capture the causal relationships between our assessment dimensions; (2) populate the
conditional probability distribution for each node; and (3)
construct a utility function. To guide the construction of the
decision network we apply established idioms[39] in causal
network modelling, Figure 3 shows the final network.
For our provenance graph the GAQ score coupled with the
reputation dimension in table 2 provides us with a dimension for each entity, a quality dimension for the artifact, a
quality dimension for the process and a trust dimension for
the producer. We therefore introduce three variables, the
quality of the artifact qArtifact, quality of the process qProcess and trustworthiness of the producer tProducer. We also
introduce a variable for each element of metadata on which
the assessments are based - depth, evidence code, citation.
These variables are considered background variables - information that is available prior to the event and has a causal
impact on the problem variables[30]. Citation count for the
PMID is sourced from the publicly available citations data
on PubMed Central1 . Importantly, a PMID is not available
for all annotations so we must ensure the network is flexible
to missing information. qArtifact is the artifact about which
1

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/

Figure 4: Normal and cumulative distribution of GAQ
score for example query set.

Figure 3: Decision network highlighting separation of
quality, trust and utility assessment.

P (qArtif act | tP roducer, gaq).
We continue the intuitive modelling of citation populating
P (tP roducer | citation) as follows:

we are making a decision and therefore informs our utility
function.
The quality of the process is captured in the GAQ scoring
process as the evidence code rank (ECR). We model the
qProcess as a deterministic node representing the evidence
code rank given the evidence code.
The GAQ score is then a function of the depth and qProcess
variables. We introduce the gaq variable as a definition idiom - combining two variables in a deterministic manner.
Given the causal relationships in our provenance graph we
might have expected to model the network such that: tProducer has a causal effect on qProcess which in turn has an
effect on qArtifact. However, qProcess is defined as a deterministic value which prevents information flow in decision networks. As a result any extra evidence about tProducer would not update qArtifact. To continue to capture the causal relationship we therefore introduce a causal
link between tProducer and qArtifact. We model the domain of both tProducer and qArtifact as having two states
[high, low]. The probability of each state is conditional on
the parent nodes states. For tProducer this is citation and
for qArtifact this is gaq and tProducer.

tProducer
citation

High

Low

unknown

0.5

.05

0

0.5

0.5

1-2

0.6

0.4

3-4

0.7

0.3

5-6

0.8

0.2

>= 7

0.9

0.1

Table 3: tProducer probability distribution
Where there is no information or no citations, tProducer has
an equal probability of being high/low i.e. the reputation
is unknown. As the citation count increases so to does our
belief in a high reputation and in turn trustworthiness.

qArtifact
tProducer

gaq

High

Low

High

30 - 35

0.62

0.38

High

35 - 39

0.77

0.23

High

40 - 44

0.88

0.12

High

45 - 49

0.94

0.06

High

55 - 59

0.99

0.01

Low

30 - 34

0.31

0.69

Low

35 - 39

0.39

0.61

Low

40 - 44

0.44

0.56

Low

45 - 49

0.47

0.53

Low

50 - 54

0.49

0.51

Low

55 - 59

0.50

0.50

...

4.3.1

Discretization of Continuous Values

The score for gaq and citation are not discrete states for
which we can assign probabilities but instead continuous
variables. It is possible for nodes in a decision network to
model continuous variables, but introduces the restriction
that any child must also be continuous. For the purposes of
this initial study we have chosen to discretize the continuous
variables for gaq and citation. To discretize the variable gaq
we examine the normal distribution function for the score
in our result set (see Figure 4). We then partition gaq into
a series of intervals between the upper and lower limits of
the distribution. For citation our distretization is more intuitively informed as a simple partitioning based on the maximum citation count (8) observed in our result set (see table
3). Our network provides us with two condition probability distributions to populate P (tP roducer | citation) and

...

Table 4: qArtifact probability distribution (extract)

Figure 5: Comparison of annotation score and ranking for GAQ with utility score from the decision network.

To populate the conditional probability table for qArtifact
(table 4) we are more systematic. We require a value which
reflects the increased belief in the quality of the artifact as
the gaq score increases. A convenient representation of this
is the cumulative distribution for the gaq (see Figure 4).
To model
P (qArtif act = high | gaq, tP roducer = high)
we populate entries with the cumulative distribution of the
gaq interval. For,
P (qArtif act = low | gaq, tP roducer = high)
the value is simply the inverse probability. Lastly to populate both
P (qArtif act = high | gaq, tP roducer = low)

Reject | Low to be higher than Accept | High. From our
utility function we obtain two expected utility scores, one
for accept and one for reject, where scores are weighted by
the probabilities of the outcomes Quality = High and Quality = Low.
As an initial illustration of the decision network we provide
an example of our utility assessment for an entry in the GO
annotations database (Q07812:GO:0006919) demonstrating
that for a given annotation with a high GAQ and citation
count we obtain a high utility score:
Background :
PMID = PMID:11912183,
citation = 7,
depth = 11,
evidencecode = IDA,

P (qArtif act = low | gaq, tP roducer = low)
we wish to reflect the impact tP roducer = low has on our
belief about the quality of the artifact. Here we have demonstrated with a weighting factor of 0.5.
For both gaq and citation, by sampling from the query set
we achieve a discretization and probability values local to
just this query set. Whilst this is sufficient for our ranking
task to achieve utility scores comparable across queries we
would need to choose a static discretization and values.

4.4

Assessment:
qP rocess = 5
gaq = 55
P (tP roducer = high | citation) = 0.92
P (qArtif act = high | gaq = 55, tP roducer) = 0.96
U tility(Reject) = −46.55
U tility(Accept) = 95.52

Utility Function and Ranking.

In our network the utility node has two parents, the decision
node with the domain [accept, reject] and the quality nature
variable with the domain [high, low]. Our utility function is
then a scoring of the potential outcomes, for example:
U (Accept | Quality = High) = 100
U (Accept | Quality = Low) = −30
U (Reject | Quality = High) = −50
U (Reject | Quality = Low) = 50
From the above scoring we achieve a relative utility such
that Accept | High > Reject | Low > Accept | Low >
Reject | High. An inherent advantage of the application of
a utility function is the ability to capture subjective utility
through alternative scorings of outcomes. A more risk averse
user for example might instead prefer the relative utility of

To further demonstrate the use of the decision network we
compare the ranking of a set of annotations by utility with a
ranking of the same set of annotations using the GAQ score.
We expect the rankings to display a similar overall ranking.
However where the GAQ score tends to cluster around values we expect the utility score to provide variation where
citation data is available, increasing expected utility. Figure 5 shows the ranking of an annotations results set for the
a query (all annotations from manual experimentation for
apoptosis - GO:0006915 ) containing 2442 annotations. Ordered by GAQ score the graph also shows the corresponding
utility score for each annotation at that GAQ rank. A Spearman’s Rank Correlation co-efficient rho = 0.91 for the two
rankings of this result set indicates that the utility ranking
retains a significant overall correlation with the GAQ ranking. However we observe clear local variations where citation count as a measure of reputation impacts the utility

score translating into an increased ranking when compared
to GAQ.
In summary these initial results show that we are able to
combine individual assessment dimensions and achieve an
expected utility suitable for scoring and ranking data. We
do not yet know if the utility scores themselves are suitable
for making decisions about individual annotations. Further
work is required to understand how to both elicit and confirm the appropriate utility scorings. However, we believe
the general application of decision networks to be a promising approach.

5.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work has been motivated by a desire to support the
scientific user in assessing the quality of data on the Web.
Adopting an assessment-oriented approach we have; (1) highlighted a clear separation between the concerns of quality,
trust and utility for the scientific user; (2) through a comprehensive review of the literature introduced a classification
of quality, trust and utility dimensions, and defined them
in terms of the entities required for their assessment; and
(3) detailed a mechanism for combining dimensions that respects the causal relationships between the entities that produced the data.
A scientist’s decision whether to use data is informed by
many different dimensions. Our classification of these dimensions provides a well defined structure for their assessment, supporting the objective view of data quality in science.
We have shown that the application of decision networks
presents a promising and intuitive approach to combining
individual assessments. The modular and flexible nature of
decision networks also complements the multivariate nature
of quality, trust and utility assessment. Through the ranking of Gene Ontology annotations we have demonstrate a
potential application of utility assessment of scientific data.
This work is a starting point from which we wish to further
explore the application of decision networks to quality, trust
and utility assessment. Where we have achieved an intuitive
and manual construction of networks in this study we look
to define a formal, automated approach.
The separation of quality, trust and utility also serves to
structure future work. Objective quality assessment requires
mechanisms for explicating, publishing and discovering quality standards on the Web. To support the subjective utility
assessment requires a means of eliciting a utility function
from the consumer. Finally, in trust assessment we wish to
explore the application of dimensions of trust and reputation currently present in scholarly process.
Like [21] and [24] we have highlighted the key role that related entities and provenance play in quality and trust assessment. We look to ground future work in the Semantic
Web technologies where we may take advantage of established provenance vocabularies as well as the available scientific data and linked structure of the Web of Linked Data.
Our next step is to expand and apply our approach into online chemistry with a collaboration with the ChemSpider[45]
team. The chemistry data sharing landscape is rich and
complicated containing a large number of publicly available
data sets with varying levels of quality, and varying levels
of trust from the community. Interestingly a previous informal survey identified a lack of correlation between quality
of the data sets, and the trustworthiness perceived by the

community. This highlights a need to apply a systematic
approach to quality assessment by exposing objective measures of quality and better support the users in assessing the
quality of data.

6.
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